Varsity Lacrosse Team Captures Sixth Victory, 14-12

By Jay Salmon, '63

with a blazing come-from-behind victory, MIT's varsity lacrosse dropped Mass. 14-12, Wednesday, on Briggs Field, after almost giving the game away in the second period.

Down 8-4 at the half, the Tech squad came storming back on three goals by Bob Williams, '60, two by Phil Robinson, '61, and one by co-captain Don de Reynier, '60, in the third period.

UMass, leading 10-9 at the end of the third period, rallied briefly in the fourth to tie the score, 12-12, with four minutes left, but successive goals by Williams within thirty seconds of each other turned the Tech men out to their final lead.

Game Marks Slowly

The first period started slowly as John Castle, '61, broke the ice and netted the period's only goal to give the Engineers a 1-0 lead. Then came the deluge. Suddenly the UMass men were golden and couldn't miss the Tech goal as they poured through eight markers while holding MIT to three as Dan Michael, '60, Joe Shimabukaro, '61, and Niel Florian, '60, managed to hit. In the third period the Engineers fired through six while holding UMass to one and regained the lead.

Sounding Well Distributed

Scoring was well spread out as Robinson led Tech with four, followed by Williams with three, de Reynier and Shimabukaro with two apiece and Castle, Michael, and Florian with one each. Wednesday also saw the freshmen shoot their fourth straight loss as they fell to Andover, 14-6, at home.

Lights At Dartmouth

Wisconsin, Harvard, Rutgers and Boston University will provide the opposition tomorrow as Jack Fisher's varsity heavyweight squad look to the last game of the season on the Charles River. The lightweight travel to Lucky, New Hampshire today in preparation for tomorrow's meeting with the Bears and Harvard. For the heavyweights, who took third behind Harvard and Wisconsin last Saturday, it will mark the first chance to average a three-foot line against the Bears.

The lights, fourteen piers of finish behind Harvard, Union and Detroit Boat Clubs Saturday, will be facing Harvard for the third straight weekend.

The varsity, which had6 shipped in practice this week, will race at 6:30 P.M. Previous to that the second fleet will go at 4:00; varsity lights, 5 P.M.; and junior varsity, 6:00 P.M.

Tuesday will also mark the first appearance of either Tech crew on the Charles this year. Both the heavies and lights have two away regattas remaining.

Vespa Scooters

*VESPA: the largest selling, smoothest riding most proven and tested motor scooter in the world!

So widely known, that often ALL Motor Scooters are called VESPA!*"